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levels (see Figure 4-5). Accuracy and comprehension are the two important variables
in determining the independent, instructional, and hard reading levels.
High accuracy and good comprehension are essential criteria for independent
reading, because readers receive very little
support from you. The instructional level is
a little more challenging, which is appropriate because readers will have your support.
By providing strong instruction, you help
readers effectively process more challenging
texts and enable them to expand their systems of strategies. (See www.fountasand
pinnellbenchmarkassessmentsystem.com for
Level Expectations Charts.)
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Figure 4-4 Individual Progress Graph for Darrell (Fountas and
Pinnell Benchmark Assessment System I)
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from falling further behind. In February, his teacher
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tively. In general, children reading at Levels A–K
extra help, Darrell scored within the average range at
the end of the year.
Figure 4-5 Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark Criteria
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